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Duplex Signaling of Fourth Track Solves
Grand Central Problem

By H. S. BALLiET
Signal Engineer, Grand Central Terminal. New York

W ITH the Grand Central Termi.nal at one end and
and the two four-track divisions and a large stor

age yard at the other end of the 5-mile four-track system
we find an ii1teresting railroad operation as a basis for
this study.

In this 5-mile territory are located a tunnel, a viaduct
over the city streets, two important through and subur
ban passenger stations for the use of the patrons of the
New York Central and New York, New Haven & Hart
ford, an important fom-track drawbridge over the Har
lem River connects a very important four-track junction
and a yard for commissary and classification passenger
use. Movements on all of the tracks within this fom
track area are handled by signal indication entirely. The
trains are operated by direct current electric propelled
locomotives and multiple unit equipment for both rail
roads.

The signal system is designed to meet the train sched
ules which require a very close headway. The scheme
in effect comprises several power interlocking layouts
and color-light signals and three-position upper right
hand quadrant semaphore signals.

No.4 Track Now Signaled for Both Inbound and
Outbound Moves

Operating conditions have cha,nged so that it was con
sidered prudent to provide ways and meanS to meet the
increase in traffic demands. Studies of the conditions
existing On these four tracks brought about the conclu
sion that one track, viz., the one numbered 4, should

for eastward or inbound passenger serVIce. Trains are
operated by signal indications through the medium of
traffic locking. The scheme in effect is to traffic-lock
from signal station "U" located at 57th street, which is
the northern end of the Grand Central Terminal to
signal station "NK".. 106th street; from "NK" to Harlem
River Signal station "BR"; and signal station "DS" to
Mott Haven Junction, l50th street, signal station "MO".
At "MO" trains many be routed to the four-track system
" "for New York Central trains or N. Y. N. H. & H.
trains, also into the storage yards or to "MJ" signal
station where trains are advanced to the New York Cen
tral for the west over another four-track system.

The selected track provides the most acceptable means
of readily avoiding ,the grade crossing at signal station
"MO", and eliminates delays which are naturally en
countered. Anyone or the other tracks of this four
track system would not have so satisfactorily avoided the
confliction in traffic movement over the grade crossing
either from four to eight tracks or vice versa. This plan
of operation was established in July, 1924.

Considering the large amount of traffic that is moved
outbound from the Grand Central Terminal and the
congestion which intervenes during certain periods of
operation on account of traffic requirements it is neces
sary to provide methods of handling the public at the
intervening passenger stations located on this line with
out undue confusion so that the revenie traffic is run out
bound during certain established hours. This track is
also used for trains as required to give relief to move-
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Track Plan Grand Central Terminal to Mott Haven Junction

be provided with a signal system for both in and out
bound traffic, which method would afford the relief
sought.

The clearance problem required careful study and an
alysis and resulted in the use in the turned areas of
colored-light signals giving either two or three indica
tions and in the territory beyond semaphore signals
located either over or adjoining the track either to the
right or to the left of the track to meet the problem which
was normally restricted by the requirement that a limited
number of signal bridges only might be used.

Track numbered 4, is used between the points specified

ments from the Grand Central Terminal at 42nd street
to the storage yards at signal station "MO".

The question of flexibility of operation within this ter
ritory has been discussed from several angles. It is
difficult to institute more tracks on account of the physi
cal conditions prevailing. Probably a fifth track will be
of sufficient benefit. No estimates are produced as to
the approximate cost. The signaling on track 4 costs
approximately $90,000. No increase in maintenance or
operating forces was required. The only additional costs
that are involved are those which will accrue for the cur
rent to operate the control circuits and light the signals.
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The advantages gained by this installation are: ( 1)
Making available track 4 for run around movements;
(2) The saving of accumulated delays during peak load

periods on the existing two outbound tracks; (3) The
schedules have been made more flexible by this arrange
ment and the delay to certain trains eliminated.
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